Predictability of ecosystem dynamics:

models misbehave if they miss behavior
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The predictability of marine ecosystem response depends on the account of **behavior** in models.

**Diagram:**

- Nutrients $\rightarrow$ phytoplankton $\rightarrow$ zooplankton $\rightarrow$ small fish $\rightarrow$ large fish

- **Behavior:**
  - light • turbidity
  - temperature

- (fish) predation increases under higher temperature

**Graph:**

- **Temperature ($^{\circ}$C):**
- **Year:**

**Equation:**

- $y = 0.037x - 63.33$
- $R^2 = 0.4332$

**Source:**

- Wiltshire et al, EstCoasts 2010
climate change: thermally intensified trophic cascading in (most) near-shore waters
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NPZ $\rightarrow$ NPZB models
predictability in epidemiology and social sciences

SIR models revealed only short forecast horizons in the SARS-CoV-2 pandemics

SBIR model resolves changing societal response
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model tested against diverse response patterns across many regions accessible through huge open data sets
socio/eco-system responses can be reasonably predicted when combining

- mechanistic models
- critical processes driving long-term dynamics (e.g., behavior)
- data for diverse response patterns from different environments

models can behave if they are trained and know about behaviour
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